A generalized Young tableau of "shape" (p u p 2 , -,Pm), where pi ^ p 2 ^ i> p m ^ 1, is an array Y of positive integers yij, for 1 S j ^ Pi, 1 S i ^ m, having monotonically nondecreasing rows and strictly increasing columns. By extending a construction due to Robinson and Schensted, it is possible to obtain a one-to-one correspondence between m X n matrices A of nonnegative integers and ordered pairs (P, Q) of generalized Young tableaux, where P and Q have the same shape, the integer i occurs exactly an + + a in times in Q, and the integer j occurs exactly au -f + a mj times in P. A similar correspondence can be given for the case that A is a matrix of zeros and ones, and the shape of Q is the transpose of the shape of P. Figure 1 shows two arrangements of integers which we will call generalized Young tableaux of shape (6, 4, 4, 1) . A generalized Young tableau of shape (p lf p 2 , , p m ) is an array of p x + p 2 + p m positive integers into m left-justified rows, with pi elements in row i, where Pi ^ p 2 ^ ^ p m the numbers in each row are in nondecreasing order from left to right, and the numbers in each column are in strictly increasing order from top to bottom. (The special case where the elements are the integers 1, 2, , N = p ι + p 2 + + Pm, each used exactly once, was introduced by Alfred Young in 1900 as an aid in the study of irreducible representations of the symmetric group on N letters see [6] .)
Consider on the other hand the 6x7 array having respective column sums (c lf , c 7 ) = (3, 2, 3, 2, 1, 3, 1) and row sums (>!, , r 6 ) = (1, 2, 5, 2, 4, 1) . Note that in Figure 1 the integer ί occurs Tι times in Q, and the integer j occurs c d times in P. In this paper we shall give a constructive procedure which yields a one-to-one correspondence between matrices A of nonnegative integers- and ordered pairs of equal-shape generalized Young tableaux (P, Q) such that the row and column sums of A correspond in the same manner to the number of occurrences of elements in P and Q. In particular, our procedure shows how to construct (1.1) from Figure 1 and conversely. Figure 2 shows two generalized Young tableaux whose shapes are transposes of each other. A modification of the first construction leads to another procedure which gives a similar correspondence between zero-one matrices A and such pairs of tableaux. For example, the second construction associates the matrix Figure 2 . When the column sums of A are all ^1, the two constructions are essentially identical, differing only in that P is transposed. Matrices A of nonnegative integers correspond in an obvious way to two-line arrays of positive integers
where the pairs (u k , v k ) are arranged in nondecreasing lexicographic order from left to right, and where there are exactly a i3 occurrences of the pair (i, j). For example, the matrix (1.1) corresponds in this way to
Such two-line arrays can be regarded as generalized permutations, for when A is a permutation matrix the corresponding two-line array is the permutation corresponding to A. When A is a zero-one matrix, the pairs (u k , v k ) in (1.3) are all distinct. Our construction works with two-line arrays (1.3) instead of the original matrices (although it is, of course, possible to translate everything we do into the matrix notation). The special case where u k = k, 1 <^ k <^ N, was treated by Craige Schensted in 1961 [7] in this case A is a zero-one matrix with N rows, each row-sum being equal to unity. Our first construction is identical to Schensted's in this particular case. Another procedure which can be shown to be essentially equivalent to Schensted's construction was published already in 1938 by Gilbert de B. Robinson [5, Sec. 5] , although he described the algorithm rather vaguely and in quite different terms.
Section 2 below presents Schensted's algorithm in detail, and § 3 uses that algorithm to achieve the first correspondence. A graphtheoretical interpretation of the correspondence, given in § 4, allows us to conclude that transposition of the matrix A corresponds to interchanging P and Q hence we obtain a useful one-to-one correspondence between symmetric matrices A and (single) generalized Young tableaux.
Section 5 shows how to modify the preceding algorithms to obtain the second correspondence. Finally in § 6 a combinatorial characterization is given of all matrices having a given value of P this leads to an " algebra of tableaux."
As a consequence of the algorithms in this paper it is possible to obtain a constructive proof of MacMahon's classical formulas for the enumeration of plane partitions, as well as new enumeration formulas for certain rather general kinds of plane partitions. These applications will be reported elsewhere [1] . 
Va+Djy Vi = 3, and ^ Φ oo.) If a; ί+1 ^ °o, increase i by 1 and return to step 12. 15. Set s <-i and t*-~j, and terminate the algorithm. (Now the conditions (2.4) 
The parenthesized assertions in steps 13 and 14 serve to verify that Y remains a generalized Young tableau throughout the algorithm. The algorithm always terminates in finitely many steps, since Y contains only finitely many positive integers. The procedure not only inserts x into the tableau, it also constructs two sequences of positive integers
r ι ^ r 2 ;> ^> r s = t, where s and t are the quantities specified in the last step of the algorithm.
As an example of this insertion process, let us insert x = 3 intothe tableau PERMUTATIONS, MATRICES, AND GENERALIZED YOUNG TABLEAUX 713 The input value, 3, " bumped "a5 from the first row into the second row, where it bumped a 6 to row 3, etc.
The most important property of Schensted's insertion algorithm is that it has an inverse we can restore Y to its original condition again, given the values of s and t. This algorithm obviously terminates, since Y contains only finitely many positive integers. The parenthesized assertions in steps D3 and D4 show that Y remains a generalized Young tableau moreover, these assertions uniquely define the value of j, and they are precisely the same as those of steps 14 and 13, respectively. Hence the deletion algorithm recomputes the sequences (2.5) determined by the insertion algorithm, and it restores Y to its original condition. The reader may verify, for example, that DELETE (4, 2) transforms (2.7) into (2.6).
Conversely, if we start with any generalized Young tableau, Y, and if we choose two integers (s, t) such that (2.4) holds, the procedure DELETE (s, t) will specify some positive integer x in step D5, and x is removed from the tableau the subsequent operation INSERT (x) 714 DONALD E. KNUTH will put x back again, recompute s and £, and restore Y to its original form. Thus INSERT and DELETE are inverses of each other.
We will now establish an important property relating the quantities x, s, t in successive insertions (cf. Schϋtzenberger [8, Remarque 2] Proof, (a) We prove first that
Let the sequences (2.5) be denoted by x i9 r t (1 ^ i ^ s) and x\, r\ (1 î <£ s') when a? and a;' are respectively inserted. Assume by induction that s ^ ί and s' ^ ί and x ζ ^ #' (this holds initially for ί = 1). Consider the state of affairs at the beginning of step 13, when x\ is about to be inserted. We have (2.9) holds. On the other hand if s' > i then x' i+1 Φ OO, hence x ί+1 ^ oo, so s > i and the inductive hypothesis is valid for i replaced by i + 1.
(b) The theorem now follows if we can prove that (2.10)
The proof is like part (a), but just different enough to require care. Assume by induction that s ^ i and s' *z i and x\ < x { (this holds initially for ί -1). Consider the state of affairs when x\ is about to be inserted, as in part (a); we have j ^ r = j', hence x' ι+1 = T/^ , â ji < £c i+1 . In particular, x' i+ί Φ OO , so s' > ΐ. If s = i then t = j *z j r ^ ί', so (2.10) holds. If s > ΐ then the induction hypothesis is valid for i replaced by i + 1. and the elements of Q are u 19 u 21 , u N . The procedure, which we will call construction A, starts with *" empty " tableaux :
q 00 = q Qj = g i0 = 0, g^ = for all i,i^l.
Then we do the following steps for k = 1, 2, , iV (in this order):
The reader may verify, for example, that this procedure takes the two-line array (1.4) into the tableaux of Figure 1 . It is clear from the construction that P and Q have the same shape, since the insertion procedure removes the ©o from row s and column t of the tableau. Furthermore, since u v <; u 2 <^ ^ u N , and since step A2 inserts an element on the ' periphery ' of ζ), it is clear that Q will be a generalized Young tableau if we can verify that no equal elements fall into the same column of Q. The latter property follows immediately from Theorem 1, for u k = u k+1 implies that v k ^ v k+1 , hence t k+ί > t k .
The inverse construction, which we will call construction B, starts with two generalized Young tableaux, P and Q, of shape (p L , p 2 By the previously mentioned correspondence between two-line arrays and matrices of nonnegative integers, we have therefore verified the first result advertised in § 1. 4* A graph-theoretical viewpoint• The correspondence in the preceding section can be looked at in another way, if we try to build the P and Q tableaux one row at a time instead of using the insertionprocedure. The first rows of P and Q can be interpreted in terms of a certain labelled directed graph, which might be called the " inversion digraph" D ί of the given generalized permutation (3.1); similarly the second rows of P and Q are related to the " second-order inversion, digraph" D 2 derived from D lf and so on. We will now study this, graph-theoretical interpretation of Schensted's construction, in order to deduce further properties of the correspondence.
Given a two-line array Furthermore we construct arcs between vertices with identical labelsby putting all vertices with given label (u, v) into some arbitrary order, say V 19 V 2y , V k , and drawing arcs from F< to V ό if and only if i < j\ For example, Figure 3 shows the inversion digraph corresponding to (1, 2) When the two-line array is a permutation of the integers {1, 2, , JSf}, the number of arcs in Ό 1 is equal to C%] minus the number of inversions in the permutation according to the classical theory, hence the name " inversion digraph." It is easy to see in the general case that D 1 has no oriented cycles, and in fact it is the digraph of a partial ordering. Note that our definition of D L does not require that the pairs (u k , v k ) of (4.1) be in lexicographic order from left to right only the pairs themselves are used. Furthermore (4.2) is symmetric in u and v, hence the inversion digraph of
•is isomorphic to the inversion digraph of (4.1). This observation will be important to us later. We now partition the vertices of D ι into disjoint classes C l9 C 2 , , as follows : C 1 contains the "source" vertices, i.e., those with no arcs leading in to them and for I ^> 1, C ι+1 consists of all vertices which are sources when the vertices of d U U C t (and all arcs touching them) are removed. For example in Figure 3 (The vertices denoted by (1, 3) in C 2 , C 3 , C 4 are actually distinct, because of our conventions for dealing with vertices having equal labels.) The reader may easily verify that, in general, C ι consists of all vertices V such that the longest path to V in D 1 has length I -1. This partitioning is closely related to the well-known procedure for " topological sorting" [2, pp. 258-268] . If (u, v) and (u\ v f ) are distinct vertices of the same class C u there is no arc joining them it follows from the construction that u Φ u f and v Φ v r . Furthermore if u < v! then v' < v, and conversely therefore we can arrange the vertices of C t into the following order: Proof. We want to show that the vertices of class I are those pairs (u k , v k ) which affect the Z-th element of the first row of P during the insertion process. The proof is easily carried out by induction on N; for if we add a new vertex (u N+1 , v N+1 ) which is lexicographically greater than all other vertices of D ly no new arcs lead from this vertex, while there are arcs leading from a vertex of class C z to this new vertex if and only if v lnι < v N+ί .
COROLLARY (Schensted) .
The number of columns in the generalized Young tableaux P, Q corresponding to (3.1) is the length of the longest nondecreasing subsequence of the sequence v ί9 v 2 , * 9 v N .
Proof. We have observed that C d is nonempty if and only if there is a path of length d -1 in D^ such a path corresponds to a nondecreasing subsequence of length d.
We now have characterized the first rows of P and Q in terms of the labelled digraph D x . Since Schensted's construction behaves on row (i + 1) in essentially the same way as it does on row ί (inserting elements that were bumped down from row i), we can see how to characterize the remaining rows of P and Q. Assuming that the i-th order inversion digraph Ό { has been defined, we will construct D i+1 by leaving out one vertex of each class and by changing the labels. If class Cι of Di is given by (4.4) and (4.5), we include n x -1 vertices labelled
After the vertices of D i+1 have been determined in this way, from all classes of D i9 the arcs of D i+ι are defined in precisely the same manner of we have defined the arcs of D { .
The vertex labels of D i+1 correspond to a two-line array. A few moments' reflection will show that, in view of Lemma 1, construction A in § 3 builds rows 2, 3, of P and Q in precisely the same way as it would build rows 1, 2, if it were given the two-line array corresponding to D 2 instead of the original two-line array. Hence the second rows of P and Q are respectively given by (4.6) and (4.7) corresponding to D 2 , and in general the digraph D { corresponds to the i-th rows of P and Q as D λ corresponds to their first rows. This leads to the following result. For the special case of permutation matrices, Robinson [5, p. 755] essentially stated Theorem 3 without proof; a proof was given by Schiitzenberger [8] . (Cf. (4.5).) Hence C z contains 0 or 1 elements of the form (u, u) according as n t is even or odd; and so trace (A) is the number of classes in which n t is odd. Furthermore the graph D 2 contains as many vertices of the form (u, u) as the number of classes in which n x is even (cf. (4.9) and (4.10)); hence it corresponds to a symmetric matrix A 2 such that trace (A) + trace (A 2 ) = d -number of nonempty classes of D x = number of columns of P. Let P 2 be P with its first row removed; by induction on the number of rows of P, we know that P 2 has trace (A 2 ) odd columns, hence P has d -trace (A 2 ) = trace (A) odd columns.
5* A dual correspondence* Let us say a "dual tableau" is an arrangement of positive integers which is like a generalized Young tableau except that the rows (instead of the columns) are required to have distinct elements. Thus, every dual tableau is the transpose of a generalized Young tableau and conversely.
If Y is a dual tableau, we can insert a new element x into it using a procedure almost identical to Schensted's construction of § 2. The algorithm INSERT* (x) may be defined to be the same as INSERT (x) , except that the signs < and <^ are interchanged throughout the latter algorithm. (An element now bumps down another element equal to itself.) Similarly we obtain an algorithm DELETE* (s, t) by changing DELETE (s, t) in the same way. The reader may readily verify that, as before, INSERT* (x) and DELETE* (s, t) are inverse to each other, and that Y remains a dual tableau throughout each algorithm. We also have THEOREM Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1, change the symbol < to ŵ herever it appears; and change ^ to <, except in the two instances " Vu ί+1 ) ^ y iS ," and " y id , ^ Xι" where the ^ is to be retained. (Do not change the symbols > and ^, which have been used consistently for indices instead of elements.) The result is a proof of Theorem 1*. By Theorem 1* this procedure will produce a two-line array (5.2) of distinct pairs in increasing lexicographic order, when given any dual tableau P together with a generalized Young tableau Q of the same shape. Therefore we have a correspondence between such pairs of tableaux and zero-one matrices.
The graph-theoretic equivalent of this construction, corresponding to § 4, is obtained by changing (4.2) to (5.3) u^u ' and v < v r . This lack of symmetry makes it impossible to find a simple relation between the tableaux corresponding to a matrix and its transpose; in general the latter two pairs of tableaux can be quite different.
6* Further properties* Let us now concentrate momentarily on the P tableau, independently of Q. By varying Q, we will in general find many arrays A corresponding to the same P tableau, and it is of interest to look for characteristic properties of such arrays. over all tableaux of the same shape, having r t occurrences of element i.
In other words, the number of ways to fill a shape with specified numbers of elements of different kinds is actually independent of the order of those elements. Littlewood [4> p. 191 ] has shown by group-theoretic means that {x; p] is a symmetric function of the x's, which is identical to a function studied by Jacobi, Schur, and others.
The two correspondences we have exhibited therefore provide a constructive proof of Littlewood's identities [3, Theorem V] summed over all shapes p, where p τ denotes the transposed shape. The Jacobi-Trudi identity and the Naegelsbach-Kostka identity [4, pp. 88-89] can also be established combinatorially by means of our correspondences, as shown in [1] .
